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The AIA collects and disseminates Best Practices as a service to AIA members without endorsement or recommendation.
Appropriate use of the information provided is the responsibility of the reader.

S U M M AR Y
William Tracy, AIA, identifies six steps to take when
measuring a building for lease agreements. When
commercial lease rates are scheduled per square
foot, it is important that the square-footage
measurement is accurate and that the person who
measures has the necessary knowledge and
protection in case the measurement is questioned.
T H E R I G H T W AY T O C AL C U L AT E AR E A
You’ve just designed or renovated a commercial
office, retail, or industrial building, and your client
has asked you to prepare floor-area measurements
for leasing space to tenants. This situation requires
specialized knowledge of methods and standards for
measuring floor area for leasing. While architects
understand buildings and have the best tools, such
as computer-aided design (CAD), to accomplish this
task, they often have to brush up on published
measurement standards and certain legal issues.
C H E C K Y O U R I N S U R AN C E
Before accepting the work, contact your professional
liability insurance carrier or check your policy to
verify that you are covered for doing floor-area
calculations for leasing. Many policies exclude
contractual liability, under which this falls. However,
riders can be purchased to cover this.
C H E C K Y O U R C O N T R AC T
Make sure that your scope of work includes lease
area calculations and that you will be compensated
for them. Lease area calculations are not part of
normal design services and often contribute to
“scope creep”—tasks added to the scope of work
after your agreement is signed. They take time to do
and to document, and you should be paid for them.
C H E C K T H E L E AS E
The lease agreement between the landlord and
tenant contains important language about the
measurement method specified for lease area
calculations. Often, it will specify a published
measurement standard, such as ANSI/BOMA
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Z65.1-1996. Other leases may be less specific. You
should have a copy of the lease in your file, have
studied the section on “Premises,” and clearly
understand which measurement standard or method
it specifies.
O W N T H E M E AS U R E M E N T S T AN D AR D
Obtain a current printed copy of the measurement
standard or method specified in the lease. The $30
to $40 cost is peanuts compared to the liability you
could face in a lawsuit over area calculations. Keep
in mind that standards change every few years.
Because not all properties use the most recent
version of a standard, it is useful to retain copies of
older versions that are normally out of print.
DOCUMENT EXCEPTIONS
If your client specifies exceptions to a published
measurement standard, clearly document those
exceptions in a letter to the client along with your
recommendation that the lease document those
exceptions. You are not practicing law here; you are
protecting yourself from liability. Keep in mind that
lease agreements often last longer than property
ownership, so your current client may be long gone
when someone finally gets around to questioning
your area calculations, which the lease must
support.
M AS T E R T H E M E AS U R E M E N T
S T AN D AR D
If you are not experienced in applying a
measurement standard, attend a class or seek
online training. Measurement standards are more
complex and specific than you might think. For
example, you should expect to spend at least three
hours of study to understand the BOMA standard if
you are not already familiar with it. Training on it can
qualify for AIA/CES learning units.
AB O U T T H E C O N T R I B U T O R
William B. Tracy, AIA, is founder and principal
metrologist at Building Area Measurement in
Denver.
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RESOURCES
More Best Practices
The following AIA Best Practices provide additional
information related to this topic:
19.07.01

Green Building Postoccupancy
Evaluations: Learning from
Experience

19.01.01

Building Commissioning and
Maintenance

17.01.01

Standardized Room Data Sheets as a
Planning and Communication Tool

For More Information on This Topic
See also “Move Management” by
Patricia Henriques, The
Architect’s Handbook of
Professional Practice, 13th
edition, Chapter 19, page 684.
The Handbook can be ordered
from the AIA Bookstore by calling
800-242-3837 (option 4) or by
sending e-mail to
bookstore@aia.org.
Feedback
The AIA welcomes member feedback on Best
Practice articles. To provide feedback on this article,
please contact: bestpractices@aia.org.
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